Biomechanical Analysis of Backstroke Start Movement in Indonesian Swimming Athletes in the 14-Year Age Group
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ABSTRACT

A good swimming start was contributed to the encouragement that swimmers can used this. The start contributed 10% from the amount of time on a swimming competition with distance 50 meters. The study purpose was analyzed the backstroke movement of Indonesian swimming athletes in the 14-year age group including the distance of jumps, impulses, travel time in the air, the take off angle, the angle of knee at the start block, and angle of fall. Type of qualitative research with a descriptive analysis approach. The sample are 3 swimming athletes. Data was taken by recording the backstroke swimming start movement and then analyzed with dartfish software and looking for the amount of impulse produced. Motion analysis shown that the backstroke start technique performed by swimmer 3 is better than swimmer 1 and swimmer 2 because it results longer jump distances, greater impulses and shorter air travel time. The starting technique was performed with the knee angle at the start block at 34°, the take off angle at 22°, the falling angle at 38° resulting jump distance of 255.90 cm, an impulse of 2.5057 Ns, and a travel time in air 48 seconds.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Swimming is a sport that is carried out in the water by moving the whole body on the surface of water. Swimming is aquatic in which the body pushed with movement the arms and legs [1]. The swimming competition can be divided into four main elements, is start, feedback, finish, as well as free swimming components [2]. Every component used a technique mastery of mechanical adaptation to improve certain aspects that lead to race swimming more efficient [3].

The backstroke swimming is a movement cyclic. So, the average velocity represents the best swimming performance given by intermediate results stroke rate and stroke length. Backstroke can maintain a horizontal position by a long period of time [4]. In the backstroke start, the swimmer's toes must be under the swimming start block when starting with both hands touching the start block handle. Backstroke start are athletes start from a position feet which is bent on the walls of the pool and then extend ankle, knee, hip and back to push [5]. Swimmers place their feet in line with their legs which are narrower than shoulder width or often called the standard start. Staggered foot position similar to track start can increase horizontal distance and repulsion speed compared to standard or parallel feet placement. There are four type backstroke starting position on auditory signal i.e. (1) hands on a handle horizontal highest and feet above a wedge positioned, (2) hands on a handle vertical highest and feet above a wedge positioned, (3) hands on a handle horizontal highest and feet a without wedge positioned, (4) hands on a handle vertical highest and feet a without wedge positioned [6]. The good start will give a good contribution to the speed of swimmers and will determine a champion swimmer.

Start in swimming match has become a key factor in race outcome with performance start represent between 0.8% and 26.1% of race finish time [7]. Start will help swimmers to get high achievements if done well and correctly. Factors mechanics needed to improve performance in phase start and characteristic of movement start swimmer [8]. This movement throws the weight point forward outward from the base of the support and causes the body to fall due to the earth gravity which results a fast start. This gives a threefold advantage in the start. A good leg position to be able to go strong, namely by knee bending must be in accordance with the leg muscles strength. The arm must be swung forcefully forward above the head to increase the thrust of the back leg and provide momentum to the body.

In swimming start, swimmer must apply force great quickly to start block to maximize velocity vertically on takeoff, as a result of swimmers can travel horizontally in the air before emptying into the water. This is consistent with the relations between impulses and momentum, in which impulse (the result of force and time) is necessary to produce of change of momentum (i.e. velocity) [9]. This is in accordance with Newton’s second law and principle that passage momentum is passed to the whole. The body must be completely straightened and leave the starting wall almost in a horizontal plane. This will throw the body at the farthest distance before entering the water. The angle of entry of the body into the water must be made as sharp as possible so that the direction of the horizontal force is possible. This angle will depend on the height of the starting wall surface on the water surface and the resistance of swimmers. Therefore every swimmer must determine this angle by himself through experiments. Swimmers should avoid falling horizontally to the water. The
hand must touch the water first. The head must stay between the arms to reduce resistance.

1.2 Research purpose

The study purpose was analyzed the backstroke movement of Indonesian swimming athletes in the 14-year age group.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Research methods

The study was carried out qualitative methods. Qualitative methods with descriptive analysis approaches can be used both effectively and efficiently to encourage and analyze participant reflections [10]. This study analyzed the backstroke starting which includes the distance of jumps, impulses, travel time in the air, take off angle, knee angle at start block, and the fall angle.

2.2 Research samples

The research sample consisted of 3 athletes selected by purposive sampling technique. Sample criteria includes of male, mastering the backstroke start techniques, and aged between 13-15 years.

2.3 Data collection

Data collected by implementation of video capture of backstroke start used a digital camera.

2.4 Data analysis

Motion analysis was carried out with the dartfish software and then look for the magnitude of the impulses produced with the following formula:

\[ I = \int F \, dt \]

Notes:

- \( I \) = Impuls (N.s)
- \( F \) = Force (N)
- \( dt \) = Time derivative [11]

3. RESULTS

3.1 Data description

Table 1 shown the difference in the results of each swimmer’s jump. Swimmer 3 has the farthest jump distance. Table 1 shown a description of the measurement data of the implementation of the backstroke start which becomes a temporary picture, then performed motion analysis with dartfish software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Swimmer 1</th>
<th>Swimmer 2</th>
<th>Swimmer 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block time angle</td>
<td>Knees</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeoff angle</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time in the air</td>
<td>52 seconds</td>
<td>50 seconds</td>
<td>48 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leap distance</td>
<td>254.30 cm</td>
<td>210.43 cm</td>
<td>255.90 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Impulse

This section explains the amount of impulse in each swimmer that affects the distance of the resulting jump.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Swimmer 1</th>
<th>Swimmer 2</th>
<th>Swimmer 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>42 kg</td>
<td>41 kg</td>
<td>47 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>2.543 m</td>
<td>2.1043 m</td>
<td>2.559 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>52 s</td>
<td>50 s</td>
<td>48 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repulsion angle</td>
<td>0.0489 m/s</td>
<td>0.0421 m/s</td>
<td>0.0533 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>2.0540 kg.m/s</td>
<td>1.7255 kg.m/s</td>
<td>2.5057 kg.m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>0.0395 N</td>
<td>0.0345 N</td>
<td>0.0522 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>2.0540 N.s</td>
<td>1.7255 N.s</td>
<td>2.5057 N.s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shown the differences in impulse results. Swimmer 3 produces greater impulses.

3.3 Dartfish software analysis

3.3.1 Block time

Block time is a phase start what is important, and during this phase there are two actions that need to be optimized namely reaction velocity to signal start and high impulses [12].

Figure 1 shown the block time of each swimmer. Swimmer 1 performs a backstroke block start time with a knee angle of 65°, hand angle of 89°, and leg angle of 81°. Swimmer 2 performs backstroke block start time with knee angle of 34°, hand angle of 76°, leg angle of 83°. Swimmer 3 performs backstroke block time start with knee angle of 34°, hand angle of 110°, and leg angle of 88°. The knee angle is important for strong balance and repulsion. The knee angle was determined from a position the malleolus lateral, greater trochanter, as well as lateral epicondyile in the femur [13].

Table 2 shown the differences in impulse results. Swimmer 3 produces greater impulses.
3.3.2 Flight time (take off)
Take off was done with the legs refused to the pool wall with the handrails released, along with bouncy body repulsion backward so that the body hovers above the water surface. The high takeoff angle results in a steeper body entry into the water and reduces the time taken in the air [14].

Figure 2 shown the flight time of swimmer 1 with takeoff angle of 18° resulting an air travel time of 52 seconds and a jump distance of 254.30 cm.

Figure 3 shown the flight time of swimmer 2 with takeoff angle of 12° resulting an air travel time of 50 seconds and a jump distance of 210.43 cm.

Figure 4 shown the flight time of swimmer 3 with takeoff angle of 22° resulting an air travel time of 48 seconds and a jump distance of 255.96 cm.

3.3.3 Water time
Water time is the final stage of the start. Starting from the body enter the water until the time when the body starts to stop.

Figure 5 shown angle of fall each swimmer which is the water time stage. Hand angle of swimmer 1 is 36°. Hand angle of swimmer 2 is 34°. Hand angle of swimmer 3 is 38°. The
best angle of hand entry water is the sharpest angle that a swimmer can make without making the swimmer’s body fall horizontally [14]. But in the whole starting stage, the sharpest possible angle cannot be used as the optimal angle because it will not get a big jump.

4. DISCUSSION

Start is the beginning of the race. The good and right start will give a big share in a race. Start is said to be good and right if it produces a long slide. The slide was caused by repulsion of both legs and arm swings and movement from the body. In swimming the backstroke start is done below.

The motion analysis results shown that swimmer 3 has a longer jump distance with a shorter time and higher take-off angle. Swimmer 3 done takes off with a takeoff angle of 22° and a travel time in the air of 48 seconds resulting a jump distance of 255.90 cm. Swimmer 1 done takes off with a takeoff angle of 18° and travel time in air of 52 seconds resulting in a jump distance of 254.30 cm and swimmer 2 done takes off with a takeoff angle of 12° and travel time in air is 50 seconds resulted in a jump distance of 210.43 cm. In theory, a high take-off angle results in steeper body into the water and less time in the air. Take off be key importance to increase distance. Swimmers at a distance of significant greater when higher take off. Found positive correlation between jump distance and take off [15]. Donations from leg repulsion affect the horizontal speed when in the air. The knee angle at the block start affects the repulsion to bring the body in the air and horizontal speed when in the air. In theory, knee angles are important for equilibrium and get strong repulsion. The back side of the lower limbs given large torque extension to absorb horizontal reactive force. The knee joint with front of the lower limbs give torque flexion a great to keep reaction force vertical to 60% time movement start normalized [16]. Swimmer 3 repulsed with a knee angle of 34°, swimmer 1 done a repulsion with a knee angle of 65°, and swimmer 2 done a repulsion with knee angle of 34°. The smaller knee angle that was obtained during a block start, the greater or stronger the repulsion produced. The force of leg muscles includes the quadriceps extensor, gastrocnemius, and gluteus maximus also serve to boost the forward.

The result of jumping start was also affected by the angle of entry the hand into the water (angle of fall). The greater fall angle produced by the swimmer, less the gliding in the air. The drop angle for swimmer 3 is 38°, while swimmer 1 is 36° and swimmer 2 is 34°. Lower angles result in the entry of hands into water is flatter and can produce less optimal performance. The research also compatible with the finding before that significant differences in experiment each swimmer with start angle difference outcome jump furthest distance. The start motion analysis 3th swimmer outcome furthest distance with ideal angle of fall [17]. The research results support previous studies that observed the level of muscular strength of the arms, abdomen and legs affects the start of backstroke swimming. Backstroke start and countermovement jump test is statistically significant and maximum velocity test is statistically insignificant in dryland. By this research, can assess how variable strength lower limbs on an individual affect swimming performance and needed to furnish them to the other factors to make swimming training program that better [18]. The use of a computerized video method reveals and identifies the kinematics and characteristic of the principal component of the backstroke start on initial, gliding, air drift, and entering the water. Characteristic angle of main component positions of swimming backstroke start, GCG trajectory, linear velocity and angular velocity of body segments and the forces resultant seen at structured stages [19]. In other studies shown that force in after the start signal is greater when using the wedge and there was no correlation between force, time on a reference point and time at a distance 5 m. Wedge can use force vertical but not directly during the time at a distance 5 m [20].

The start technique also affects the magnitude of the impulses that affect the take off velocity and jumping distance. The greater push causes more take off velocity, this is related to impulses and momentum. Swimmer can increase impulses by doing greater force or improve block time contact during the surface early [13]. The researchers tried to learn about swimming performance to find coordination between limbs ideal to give biomechanics profile (kinematics and kinetik of swimming) with improve swimming performance [21]. In particular, biomechanical analysis of backstroke swimming starts to analyze a significant reduction in time at the start of the match, the first 50 meters, which is likely a result of impulses and slips after jumping from the start block [22]. An impulse is an event in which a force works in a very short time. The impulse produced by swimmer 3 is greater than swimmer 1 and swimmer 2. Swimmer 3 produces impulses of 2,5057 Ns, while swimmer 1 produces impulses of 2,0540 Ns and swimmer 2 produces impulses of 1,7255 Ns. The start technique allows swimmers to produce larger impulses without increasing the start block time will be the most optimal technique [23]. A handgrip horizontal show asymmetry force horizontal greater hand on a signal start, before hand off and impulses asymmetry. Asymmetry and resultant velocity take off on both variant that are strongly attached and on horizontal impulses feet. Kinetics lateralisation observing start backstroke and asymmetry which impede the desired performance [24].

Impulse larger during take off and transformation to movement under water quickly is a determinant factor to reduce time start on parallel and entirely submerged (BSFI). Related above water surface (BSFE), the approach mass center larger on walls can indicate flat take off angle, sacrifice speed underwater and start performance [25]. The result of study that set of technique start done by swimmer starting from block phase, flight, and water time must be considered. Consequently, impulse on the wall to do rotate, time contact with the wall (arm and limb), and quickly pull out after open turn, which is a determining factor of success [26].

5. CONCLUSIONS

Motion analysis shown that the backstroke start technique performed by swimmer 3 is better than swimmer 1 and swimmer 2 because it results in longer jump distances, greater impulses and shorter air travel time. Mechanical start is done with knee angle on the block start at 34°, the take off angle of 22°, falling angle of 38°, that produce jumping distance as far as 255.90 cm, impulse amounting to 2.5057 Ns, and the travel time in the air is 48 seconds.
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